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The Context for EHE: The Challenges Facing Higher Education 

Colleges and universities across the country confront a number of continuing challenges today." 

V Meeting increasing demands, often with few additional resources 

Academic and administrative units are being called upon to increase productivity, quality, and ef
fectiveness. More often than not, they are asked to respond to these heightened expectations with 
few if any additional resources. In such situations, it is essential to clarify priorities and streamline 
work processes while striving to maintain high standards in programs and services and a high 
level of faculty and staff satisfaction. 

V Responding constructively to external critiques from a variety of constituencies 

The voices of critics of higher education have grown louder in the past decade, and there is no rea
son to expect that this trend will reverse itself Detractors point to what they regard as deficiencies 
in the way colleges and universities deliver services and in the way they relate to students, parents 
and families, alumni, contributors, potential employers, and the public. Ignoring these concerns is 
obviously not a useful strategy, though some have accused higher education of precisely that re
sponse. The challenge is to better understand the dimensions of the critique, identify underlying 
issues, and clarify ways to respond to criticisms in a constructive manner. 

^ Bridging the gap between the academic and administrative cultures 

Faculty members and administrative and support personnel typi
cally have quite different training, roles, and responsibilities and 
therefore different cultures. These groups tend to emphasize the 
value and achievements of their own members, while sometimes 
failing to recognize the full range of contributions of other groups. 
A lack of mutual respect and effective collaboration across depart
mental and faculty-staff lines is detrimental to an institution and 
its departments in many respects. It undermines the confidence of 
the groups served, results in ineffective use of scarce resources, and 
ultimately has an adverse effect on the institution's effectiveness 
and reputation. 

'For a more detailed discussion of this and other challenges facing higher education, see Brent D. Ruben, Pursuing Excellence in 
Higher Education: Eight Fundamental Challenges (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2003). 
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Thinking more broadly about higher education 

institutions and departments as organizations 

Are schools of education, law, communication, liberal arts, and 
business each wholly unique? Is a college human resources 
department completely different than a department of institu
tional research, computing services, or admissions? Clearly, 
there are major differences in the content of the programs and 
services offered by academic departments (the first group) and 
administrative units (the second group). At a more generic level 
of analysis, however, all these units have much in common as 
organizations. We need generalized fi^ameworks and terminology 
for thinking and talking about higher education. The absence 
of more general concepts and terms greatly limits the extent to 
which we are able to share insights and expertise across depart
ments and institutions. 

«A Learning from the effective practices of other educational institutions and from 
organizations in other sectors 

In terms of academics, institutions of higher learning occupy a special role in society. However, 
many of our administrative, service, and support functions have parallels in health care, govern
ment, and business. Moreover, some organizations in these other sectors also engage in research, 
instrurtion, and public service activities. To the extent that colleges and universities fail to identify 
and explore these similarities, learning from the experiences of other sectors is impossible. 

• Adopting the philosophy of—and day-to-day commitment to—continuous 
improvement 

Higher education has long been committed to excellence in its endeavors. Critics point out, how
ever, that the change process often seems to be more episodic than continuous, and the rate of im
provement can be quite slow. Proposed changes often become the topic of considerable discussion 
as to strengths and shortcomings, alternative models and approaches, and so on. Sometimes, in 
the quest for the ideal, less-than-perfect solutions are dismissed and, as a result, more modest but 
nonetheless significant improvement does not occur. Extensive analysis is important to innova
tion, but too much analysis can lead to organizational paralysis. The challenge is to adopt ap
proaches that allow for ample discussion and input but also ensure that the commitment to im
provement is not simply rhetorical. 

«f Responding proactively to pressure for accountability and performance measurement 

In most colleges and universities, demands for accountability and measurement are growing. 

These pressures can be quite intense when budget allocations are linked to performance. Develop

ing meaningful criteria for assessing excellence and using those criteria to measure and track orga

nizational performance is both a challenge and an opportunity. Too much delay in addressing 
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these issues is likely to result in performance criteria being defined and imposed by outside indi
viduals and groups who may well have less comprehensive views of what should be measured, 
and how, than will those working within the organization. 

If Adopting a broader vision of excellence 

Colleges and universities have a long-standing tradition of excellence in academics and scholar
ship. In this respect, higher education is the "gold standard"—the model to which other sectors 
look for excellence. However, when it comes to the way colleges and universities deliver their ex
pertise and services and relate to their many constituencies, their accomplishments are less envi
able. Ironically, at colleges and universities we employ experts in all the relevant subject areas, yet 
we often do not practice what we teach. We should aspire to maintain higher standards in internal 
work processes and in our relations with the groups we serve. For this to occur, we need to formu
late and adopt a broader, more inclusive vision of organizational excellence. 

^ Integrating approaches to assessment, planning, and implementation 

Most colleges and universities are quite sophisticated in academic assessment, planning, and 
implementation, but less effort typically has gone into assessment and planning in administrative 
and organizational areas. Integrated assessment, planning, and improvement models that are ap
propriate for all departments and institutions should be developed. 

If Expanding the base of capable and committed leaders 

Strong leadership is needed at all levels of an organization in both academic and administrative 
areas. Despite the many leadership challenges facing colleges and universities, leadership develop
ment historically has not been the priority that it has been in other sectors. The assumption seems 
to be that leadership and managerial capabilities will emerge and develop naturally among those 
who have excelled in academic or technical areas. Most would agree that the limitations of this 
approach are quite apparent. The challenge is to clarify the competencies necessary for effective 
higher education leadership, and then to provide the opportunities necessary to attract, develop, 
and reward individuals with these capabilities. EHE provides a useful framework to guide leaders 
in conceptualizing and implementing organizational excellence. 

^ b o y t the EHf Fr^me^w^rk 

Excellence in Higher Education 2003-2004: A Baldrige-Based Guide to Organizational Assessment, Improve

ment, and Leadership {EHE) was developed to help address the challenges facing colleges and universities 
today. Work on the EHE initiative began in 1993. The goal was to develop an organizational quality as
sessment framework to meet the special needs of higher education, particularly colleges and universities 
in which teaching, scholarship, and public service are all components of the institutional mission. 

EHE incorporates many of the dimensions typically included in assessment methodologies, such as self-
studies, external reviews, management audits, accreditation reviews, and strategic planning (figure 1). 
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The program is well-suited for use in organizational self-assessment and can also be used as a framework 
in more conventional approaches to external assessment and review. As the approaches of regional ac
creditation associations increasingly emphasize mission distinctiveness and clarity, stakeholder assess
ment, outcomes measurement, comparisons with other institutions, and continuous improvement, EHE 

becomes even more useful and attractive as a framework that integrates assessment, planning, improve
ment, and leadership. An important characteristic of the EHE model is its flexibility. It is appropriate for 
use with administrative or academic departments, with administrative or faculty councils or senates, and 
with programs, centers, or institutes. Moreover, the framework can be used by an entire college or univer
sity, or with a particular department, division, or campus. 

The benefits of the Excellence in Higher Education approach include: 

/ Providing baseline measures and a standard of comparison using an accepted assessment 
framework 

y^ Serving as an integrative tool for strategic planning, organizational development, leadership, and 
professional education 

v^ Sharpening the focus on the needs, expertations, perspectives, and satisfaction/dissatisfartion lev

els of the groups served by an institution or department's activities, programs, or services 

f^ Highlighting and clarifying organizational strengths 

f^ Identifying and prioritizing potential areas for improvement 

^ Providing a vocabulary and shared framework for organizational analysis and improvement 

\^ Facilitating communication and constructive comparisons within and across units and institutions 

/ Broadening faculty and staff participation in organizational assessment and strategic planning 
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/ Providing a proactive and constructive response to demands for increased accountability and per
formance measurement 

y Broadening awareness of issues related to higher education and institutional and departmental 
leadership 

/ Providing a guide to institutional effectiveness and excellence for academic and administrative 
leaders 

A number of refinements in content and emphasis have been integrated into the 2003-2004 edition of 
the Excellence in Higher Education framework. The modifications in this edition reflect experiences with 
the EHE program and changes in the Baldrige model. The continuing goal is to ensure that the language 
and stmcture of EHE are appropriate to the culture of higher education while preserving compatibility 
with the Baldrige framework. 

In this edition, category 4 has been renamed "Measurement and Knowledge Utilization," and the con
tent has been modified accordingly. The change from "Information and Analysis" reflects an awareness 
of the growing importance of systematically measuring organizational achievements and outcomes, and 
of effectively sharing information, knowledge, and expertise within a department or institution. 

Perhaps the most notable change in this edition of EHE is the elimination of the discussion of scoring in 
the guide. This information is now presented in the companion volume. Excellence in Higher Education 

2003-2004: Workbook and Scoring Instructions. A number of users do not—at least initially—need the 
scoring methodology. In some cases, users found that the detail associated with the scorin" was an im
pediment to their understanding and use of the framework, criteria, and process. All instructions needed 
for scoring, as well as the associated forms and guides, are provided in the workbook. 

Categories and Concepts 

The Excellence in Higher Education framework consists of questions to be addressed by any administrative 
or academic unit that aspires to excellence. The questions are grouped into seven major assessment cat
egories that are fundamental to organizational excellence: Leadership, Strategic Planning, Extemal Focus, 
Measurement and Knowledge Utilization, Faculty-Staff and Workplace Focus, Process Effectiveness, and 
Outcomes and Achievements. These categories are essential components of an organizational system 
(figure 2). 

Categories 1.0 through 6.0 are concerned with approach and implementation, while the focus of cat
egory 7.0 is on outcomes. Approach refers to the methods and strategies used. Implementation refers to the 
manner and extent to which approaches are applied and enacted within an organization. Outcomes are 
results, accomplishments, and achievements. 

All seven EHE categories are important dimensions of organizational excellence in higher education, and 
in this sense all are components of a complex, intertelated, and interdependent system. For purposes of 
analysis, the EHE approach freezes the ongoing dynamics of an organization and focuses on each com
ponent individually to gain a better sense of organizational strengths and potential areas for improvement. 
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Organization Overview: Institution, Department, or Program Profile 

The Institution, Department, or Program Profile outlines topics that should be considered before begin
ning an EHE assessment. Included in this section are questions that call for a general description of the 
organization, its structure, and key relationships. Information is also solicited regarding previous assess
ments or reviews, peers and competitors, and noteworthy challenges and opportunities. 

Approach and Implementation: Categories 1.0-6.0 
Achieving and sustaining organizational excellence outcomes requires effective approaches and imple
mentation strategies in a number of critical areas (figure 3). These individual components, the relation
ships between them, and their significance to organizational outcomes are the topics considered in Cat
egories 1.0-6.0. 

Category 1.0—Leadership focuses on approaches used by senior leaders to guide the institution, de
partment, or program. Also considered are the strategies used to build and sustain commitment to the 
organization's mission, vision, values, plans, and goals. This category also assesses how communication 
and other methods are used to foster a service-oriented culture and to create and maintain effective lead
ership practices and govemance systems throughout the organization. Finally, the category inquires 
about how leadership practices are reviewed and improved, how the department and its leaders share the 
organization's expertise with campus, public, and professional organizations, and how they address so
cial and ethical responsibilities. 
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Category 2.0—Strategic Planning considers how the institution, department, or program's mission, 
vision, and values are developed and communicated and how they are translated into short- and long-
term plans and goals. Also considered are the ways in which these plans and goals are implemented and 
synchronized throughout the organization. 

Category 3.0—External Focus examines how the institution, department, or program learns about the 
curtent and future needs, expectations, perceptions, priorities, and satisfaction levels of the academic, 
support, or administrative groups it serves. It also focuses on how this information is used to develop 
and enhance relationships and reputation with these groups. 

Category 4,0—Measurement and Knowledge Utilization focuses on the way in which the institution 
or department strategically selects, integrates, and uses information to measure, monitor, and improve 
organizational achievements and outcomes. Also considered is how the organization makes comparisons 
with peers, competitors, and leaders, and how information, knowledge, and expertise are shared within 
the unit to promote innovation and enhance excellence. 

Category 5.0—Faculty-Staff and Workplace Focus considers how faculty and staff are encouraged and 
enabled to develop their full potential and how the unit links individuals' capabilities, expertise and 
goals with the mission, vision, goals, and plans of the institution, department, or program. Also consid
ered are approaches used to build and maintain a workplace that promotes faculty-staff well being, regu
larly assesses faculty-staff satisfaction, and is conducive to excellence, engagement, collaboration, and 
professional development. 

Category 6.0—Process Effectiveness focuses on the processes 
—sequences of work activities—that are necessary to accomplish the 
unit's mission. Emphasis is placed on how these mission-critical and 
support processes are designed, administered, and standardized to 
achieve maximum effectiveness, consistency, and operational efficiency 
and fiscal responsibility. Also considered is how these mission-critical 
and other support processes are assessed and monitored to ensure im
provement over time. 

Outcomes and Achievements: Category 7.0 

For any higher education institution, as well as for its academic and 
administrative units, attaining and sustaining excellence is the ultimate 
goal. Questions in category 7.0 ask for documentation of the excellence 
of core programs, services, and activities; the effectiveness of relation
ships with the groups it serves; the satisfaction of faculty and staff and the quality of the workplace; and 
the performance of the organization in operational and financial areas. Consideration is also given to 
how the organization compares with other organizations in each of these areas. 
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The institution, department, or program profile is a high-level overview of your organization.' 

The focus of the profile will depend on whether the frame of reference for the assessment is the 

entire institution or a particular academic or administrative department or program. The profile 

should include a brief description of your organization's mission, structure, and core activities. 

Also included should be highlights of recent institutional or departmental assessments, reviews, 

or planning initiatives and a brief description of significant influences, relevant comparisons, 

and particular challenges and opportunities currently facing your organization. 

P.I. Description and Structure 

Briefly describe the institution, department, or program that will be the focus of the assessment: 

1. What is the name of your institution, department, or program? 

2. What is your organization's primary purpose or mission? 

3. How is your organization structured? 

4. Who are the senior leaders, and what are their areas of responsibility? 

5. To whom does the senior leader of your organization report? 

6. What is the profile of your organization's workforce? Include a brief description of each full-
and part-time faculty or staff group, their responsibilities, the number of individuals in each 
group, and which groups, if any, are members of bargaining units. 

7. What are your organization's major facilities and technologies? 

8. What is the legal, regulatory, licensing, or accrediting environment in which your organization 
operates? Briefly describe any mandated standards, review processes, financial, or environ
mental regulations that may apply. 

9. Has your institution participated in self-assessments, extemal assessments, or reviews within 
the past five years? Briefly describe the conclusions, recommendations, and any actions that 
have been undertaken in response to those assessments. 

P2. Organizat ional Relationships 

1. wha t individuals, groups, or organizations are served by or benefit directly from your 
activities, programs, or services?^ Describe the approximate size of each group, and briefly 
summarize their expectations or requirements for your organization. 

2. With what organizations do you have formalized relationships, alliances, collaborations, or 
partnerships? Briefly describe the nature and purpose of each. List and describe any key 
informal relationships with other groups or organizations. 
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3. What other extemal groups are important to the work of your institution, department, or 
program? With what other institutions or departments do you interact on a regular basis? 

4. Does your institution, department, or program have advisory or governing boards? If so, what 
are their roles and responsibilities? 

P.3 Comparisons, Challenges, and Opportunities 

1. what other institutions, departments, or programs do you consider to be peers, competitors, 
and leaders in what you do? 

2. In terms of overall quality, stature, or standing, how does your institution, department, or 
program compare with other organizations? 

3. What are the principal factors that determine your success relative to peers, competitors, or 
leaders? What projected changes, if any, may influence these patterns? 

4. What are your key organizational challenges? 

5. Are there currently, or do you anticipate, particular opportunities for advancing the quality, 
stature, or standing of your organization? 

1. Organization refers to an institution; an administrative or academic department, program, 
center or institute; or an administrative group, assembly, or senate. 

2. The list of extemal groups and organizations varies depending on the organizational frame 
of reference. For example, if the organization under consideration is an entire college or uni
versity, the list of extemal groups would likely include present students, prospective stu
dents, parents, alumni, high schools, community colleges, advisory boards, the community, 
state and federal governments, donors, and others. 

If the organization being considered is an academic department with a mission involving 
instruction, research/scholarship, and public service/outreach, the list could include students, 
alumni, funding agencies, members of the academic discipline, other academic departments 
with which the unit collaborates on instructional or scholarly programs, and others. 

The concept of external focus is equally important for organizations that provide services to 
groups or organizations within the institution, such as departments of human resources, fa
cilities, computing services, or sponsored research; faculty or administrative councils or as
semblies; and other administrative and service units. For administrative or service organiza
tions, the pertinent groups and organizations would be the campus administrative and aca
demic departments for which the department provides services. In the case of facilities, for 
example, extemal groups and organizations would include those departments for which cus
todial, maintenance, or construction services are provided, as well as vendors and suppliers 
with whom the facilities unit collaborates in providing these services. 
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This category considers hov/ senior leaders guide your organization; how they build and sus

tain consensus on your mission and future directions; end how they promote a focus on the 

needs and expectations of the groups or organizations you serve and collaborate with. It also 

examines how senior leaders foster effective leadership and governance practices and how 

leadership effectiveness is assessed. Finally, the category focuses on how senior leaders share 

experience and expertise with internal and external groups and how they address ethical and 

social responsibilities. 

1.1 Organizational Leadership 

V How senior leaders guide the organization 

V How they build and sustain consensus on the mission, vision, values, plans, and goals 

V How they promote a focus on understanding and balancing the needs and expectations 
of the groups and organizations you serve and collaborate with 

V How leaders use communication, mentoring, performance reviews, and other 
approaches to foster effective leadership practices and governance systems throughout 
the organization 

AREAS TO ADDRESS 

A. Organizat ional Leadership 

1. What are your organization's' mission,^ vision, values, plans, and goals? How do senior leaders 
create and maintain a focus on these directions and aspirations? 

«/ How are senior leaders personally and visibly involved in supporting the mission, vision, 
values, plans, and goals? 

^ How do senior leaders build and sustain a shared understanding and commitment 
throughout the organization? 

t/ How do senior leaders review and monitor the organization's performance and progress 
on plans and goals? 

*/̂  How do senior leaders ensure follow-through in the implementation of plans and goals? 

Leadership 1 1 



/ How do senior leaders encourage periodic reexamination and refinement of the 
mission, vision, values, plans, and goals? 

2. How do senior leaders ensure the synchronization of activities, directions, and priorities 
throughout the organization? 

3. How do senior leaders help to create a culture of excellence that: 

/ promotes high standards of individual and collective achievement? 

/ encourages initiative and innovation? 

/ fosters collaboration and cooperation within the organization and with other units? 

^ advances personal and organizational learning? 

y supports organizational flexibility and agility? 

4. How do senior leaders promote a service orientation? 

y How do senior leaders emphasize the importance of understanding the needs and 
expectations of the groups and organizations you serve?^ 

/ What approaches do senior leaders use to encourage ongoing dialogue and the 
development of effective relationships with these groups and organizations? 

y How are senior leaders personally involved? 

/ How do senior leaders help clarify and build external support for the organization's 
directions, priorities, and plans? 

B. Leadership and Governance Effectiveness Review 

1. How do senior leaders assess the effectiveness of their own leadership? 

y What formal assessment methods are in place? 

/ What informal approaches are used? 

/ How is feedback from colleagues solicited and utilized? 

2. How is organizational leadership and governance effectiveness assessed? 

y What formal assessment methods are in place? 

y What informal approaches are used? 

/ How is assessment information utilized? 
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1.2 Public and Professional Leadership and 
Social Responsibility 

V What role leaders at all levels play within the larger institution and in public, professional, 

and academic communities and organizations 

V How leaders address the organization's ethical and social responsibilities to extemal 

communities 

AREAS TO ADDRESS 

A. Public and Professional Leadership 

1. How do leaders at all levels share their expertise and experience on campus through service on 

committees, projects, task forces, or other initiatives? 

y What are the types and extent of participation? 

y How do leaders identify key campus groups and organizations and decide on priority 

areas for involvement? 

i / How do leaders encourage engagement with priority groups and organizations? 

y How do campus involvement activities align with your organization's directions, plans, 

and priorities? 

2. How do leaders at all levels share their expertise and experience—in leadership and in their 

discipline or technical area—off campus with public, professional, academic, and community 

groups and organizations? 

y What are the types and extent of participation? 

y How do leaders identify key communities and decide on priority areas for involvement? 

y How do leaders encourage faculty and staff engagement with priority groups and 

or'^anizations ? 

y How do community involvement activities align with your organization's dirertions, 

plans, and priorities? 

B. Ethical Conduct 

1. How do leaders at all levels emphasize the importance of integrity and ethical behavior within 

your organization? 

2. How do you identify and address areas of potential ethical concem?" What are these areas, and 
how do you ensure that high standards of integrity and ethical behavior are maintained in each? 
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C. Community Responsibility and Support 

1. How does your organization identify and address the cunent and potential impart of its 
operations on the community and on society?' What are the likely areas of impart, and how 
are they addressed in a proartive manner? 

2. What are the goals and measures for legal and regulatory requirements and risks associated 
with your organization's operations? How do you ensure that appropriate standards are met? 

1. Organization refers to an institution; an administrative or academic department, program, 
center, or institute; or an administrative group, assembly, or senate. 

2. Groups and organizations refer to stakeholders, beneficiaries, consumers, clients, publics, us
ers, constituencies, or customers for which the organization undertakes activities or provides 
programs or services. Depending upon the mission of the organization, these services may 
include instmction, research and scholarship, public service and outreach, and administra
tive, support, or other functions. The list of stakeholder groups and organizations could in
clude students, faculty, staff, disciplinary and professional communities, potential employ
ers, alumni, academic associations, parents, business and industry, state and federal funding 
agencies, private foundations and donors, prospective students and parents, graduate and 
professional schools, advisory boards, disciplinary and administrative opinion leaders at 
other institutions, state and local govemment, and the citizens of the community or state. 
For administrative departments that provide programs and services within the institution— 
such as departments of human resources, facilities, computing services, or sponsored re
search; faculty and administrative councils or assemblies; and other administrative and ser
vice units—the relevant campus groups and organizations would be the administrative and 
academic departments that the organization serves. Groups and organizations also refer to de
partments inside or outside the institution with which the institution, department, or pro
gram collaborates. 

3. Mission refers to the primary work of the unit—the purposes for which its exists, including 
specification of the groups it serves. Vision refers to a characterization of how the unit sees 
itself in the future—its broadly expressed aspirations. Goals are targets or end points that are 
sufficiently specific to allow for progress to be assessed and achievement to be determined. 

4. Examples of ethical concerns include issues of academic integrity, financial management, or 
vendor relations. 

5. Examples of potential areas of impact include pollution risks, waste management issues, 
campus and community safety, parking issues, personal or property security, substance 
abuse, driver safety, health risks, and laboratory prartices. 

Outcomes and achievements for this category will be reported in category 7.4.A. 
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This category focuses on the development and implementation of short- and long-term plans 

and goals to advance the organization's mission, vision, and values and to address stake

holder needs. It also considers how plans and goals are communicated, coordinated, and as

sessed and how follow-through is ensured. 

2.1 Plan Development 

V How your organization sets its dirertion and priorities 

V How the mission, vision, values, and goals are translated into short- and long-term plans 

AREAS TO ADDRESS 

A. Plan Development 

1. Does your organization have a published statement of its mission, vision, values, plans, and 

goals? How and to whom are these documents disseminated? How often are they reviewed 

and refined? 

2. How does your organization develop plans and goals? 

y what are the major steps in the process? 

y How does the planning process consider your mission, vision, and values? How does it 
consider particular challenges, opportunities, or priorities? 

y How do you ensure that the planning process is formalized and documented regularly? 

3. How does your planning process take into account organizational assessments, self-studies, 
internal and extemal reviews, and curtent outcomes and achievements?' 

4. How do you engage faculty and staff and other appropriate groups in the planning process? 

5. How does your planning process encourage two-way communication, coordination, a shared 
understanding, and building commitment throughout the organization? 

6. How does your planning process take the following factors into account: 

y InformaUon on needs and expertations of groups you serve 

y Resources (financial and human) 
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/ Trends (financial, market, technological, govemmental, and societal) 

y Organizational capabilities, culture, and climate 

y Goals of increased produrtivity, effertiveness, efficiency, value, and innovation 

y Capabilities and needs of curtent or potential organizations that you collaborate with^ 

y Faculty and staff professional development needs' 

7. How do you use comparisons with peers, competitors, and leaders in planning and goal 
setting?" 

8. How do you review and improve your planning process? 

[PDooi i D[ArD[p)D(i[nri]©[iT]fl'(o]'Li"o@[n] 

c / How your organizafion translates plans and goals into action steps 

c / How plans and goals are communicated and monitored 

c / How progress on plans is assessed and follow-through is ensured 

E «EAS TO A P 0 I M ; 

Plan Implementation 

1. How are goals and action steps established? 

2. What specific short- and long-term goals and artion plans are currently in place? 

3. How do you synchronize and coordinate plan implementation throughout the institution, 
department, or program? 

4. How do you ensure the commitment and engagement of faculty, staff, and other key groups in 
the implementation process? 

5. How are the following fartors taken into account in implementation? 

y Resources—financial and human 

y Organizational capabilities, culture, and climate 

y Alignment with larger organizational and institutional goals 

y Unanticipated obstacles, challenges, and opportunities 

6. How does your organization monitor progress and ensure follow-through on the implemen
tation of its plan? How do you use performance indicators to assess your success in 
achieving short- and long-term plans and goals?' 
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1. Outcomes and achievements refer to the organization's curtent accomplishments and 
long-term performance in relation to its mission, vision, values, plans, and goals, 
including the quality of programs and services; relationships with the groups and 
organizations it serves or collaborates with; faculty and staff satisfartion and workplace 
climate; and organizational effertiveness. For more detailed consideration of these topics, 
see categories 4.0 and 7.0. 

2. Groups and organizations you collaborate with include all extemal groups, departments, 
programs, institutes, organizations, or agencies that supply human, physical, or financial 
resources that are necessary to the work of your organization. For example, high schools, 
community and junior colleges, and other colleges or universities are providers of students 
and potentially of faculty and staff. Vendors supply goods and services. Also included are 
other units outside your organization with which you have formed alliances, partnerships, 
joint programs, or shared service anangements. 

3. For a more detailed discussion of this topic, see categoty 5.0. 

4. Establishing comparisons—also termed benchmarking—refers to the process of 
identifying, selerting, and systematically comparing the organization's performance, 
programs, services, processes, activities, achievements, and impart with that of other 
organizations. Comparisons may be made with peer or competitor higher education 
organizations, and they can be made with enterprises in other sertors that have compa
rable processes or activities. 

5. Key performance indicators are specific indicators or measures that help track progress in 
relation to the organization's mission, vision, values, plans, and goals. For a more 
extensive consideration of these topics, see categories 4.0 and 7.0. 

Outcomes and achievements for this category will be reported in categoty 7.4.A. 
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This category considers how your institution, department, or program identifies the needs, 

expectations, perspectives, and satisfaction level of the groups and organizations you serve 

and collaborate with. It also considers how you use this information to create or refine your 

programs or services, and more generally how you enhance your relationships and reputation 

with stakeholder groups and organizations.^ 

3.1 Needs, Expectations, and Satisfaction Assessment 

V How your organization learns about the needs, expectations, perspectives, and satisfaction 

levels of the groups and organizations you serve and collaborate with 

AREAS TO ADDRESS 

A. Knowledge of Needs and Expectations 

1. What groups or organizations benefit from the work of your unit, and what programs 

and services do you provide for each? 

2. What kinds of information do you gather to assess the perspectives, needs, and expertations of 

each group and organization? How and when is it collected? 

3. Given your mission, vision, plans, and goals, what is the relative importance or priority of 

each group and organization? 

4. What are the most critical needs and expertations of your high-priority groups and 

5. How do you determine the longer-term (two- to five-year) needs of high-priority groups and 

organizations? 

6. How do you analyze and use information to anticipate future needs of the groups and 

organizations you serve? How do you take the following fartors into account? 

y Technological, competitive, societal, environmental, economic, regulatoty, and 

demographic fartors and trends 

y Insights from curtent, former, and future extemal groups or organizations that you serve 

or collaborate with? 

y Comparisons with peer, competitor, and leading institutions or departments 
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7. How do you gather and use information on the perspertives of groups or organizations that 
could have elerted to use your programs or services but chose not to do so?^ 

B. Satisfaction Assessment 

1. How does your institution, department, or program assess the satisfaction and dissatisfaction 
of groups and organizations that you serve and collaborate with? For each group: 

y What information-gathering methods are used?^ 

y How often are assessments condurted? 

y How are objectivity, validity, and reliability ensured? 

y How are assessment results used to predirt future behavior?" 

2. How do you gather and use information on the perspertives of former users or beneficiaries?' 

3. How do you analyze and use other information such as suggestions, complaints, or 
recommendations to assess satisfaction or dissatisfaction and to identify improvement needs? 

4. How do you obtain and use comparative information on satisfaction levels with programs and 
services at peer, competitor, and leading organizations? 

Outcomes and achievements related to the quality of relationships with extemal groups and organiza
tions will be reported in Categoty 7.2. 

3.2 Relationship Enhancement 

¥ How your organization builds and enhances your relationships, communication, and 
reputation with groups you serve or collaborate with 

AREAS TO ADDRESS 

A. Relationships and Communication 

1. How do you use your knowledge of stakeholder needs, expertations, perspertives, and 
satisfaction levels to improve your approaches to information sharing, recruitment, and 
retention with target groups and organizations? 

2. How do you translate your knowledge of stakeholder needs, expectations, perspertives, and 
satisfaction levels into organizational standards and practices to create and maintain positive 
relationships with individuals, groups, and organizations for which you provide programs and 
services?' 

3. What are the face-to-face communication situations through which your organization has 
regular contart with the groups and organizations you serve or collaborate with?^ How do you 
monitor the quality of these interartions? 
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y How do members of extemal groups initially learn about your artivities, programs, and 
services? 

y What faculty and staff groups in your organization have regular and significant contart 
with the members of your extemal groups? 

y How do you monitor the quality of initial contart and ongoing interartions with external 
groups to ensure that courtesy, responsiveness, professionalism, and other service stan
dards and organizational values are upheld? 

4. How does technology—the Internet, telephone, mail. E-mail, publications, information 
systems, and other media—enhance communication with extemal groups and organizations? 
How do you monitor the effertiveness of these channels? 

5. How do you ensure that people have access to information about your programs and services 
at times and places that are convenient and appropriate to their needs? 

6. What channels are available for people who seek special assistance, have suggestions, or want 
to register complaints? How do you ensure prompt and effective follow-up? 

1. Stakeholder groups and organizations are beneficiaries, audiences, consumers, clients, 
publics, constituencies, or customers for which the organization undertakes activities or 
provides programs or services. They may be internal or external groups. Depending on the 
mission of the organization, these groups may be academic, administrative, business, 
auxiliaty, or other support programs or services. For academic units, the list of groups and 
organizations could include students, faculty, staff, disciplinary and professional 
communities, potential employers, alumni, academic associations, parents, business and 
industty, state and federal funding agencies, private foundations and donors, prospective 
students and parents, graduate and professional schools, advisoty boards, disciplinaty and 
administrative opinion leaders at other institutions, state and local govemment, the 
citizens of the community or state, mass media, and other groups. For administrative 
departments that provide programs and services within the institution—such as 
departments of human resources, facilities, computing services, or sponsored research; 
faculty and administrative councils or assemblies; and other administrative and service 
units—the relevant campus groups and organizations would be the administrative and 
academic departments that the organization serves—including staff, faculty, or student 
groups, as well as extemal groups or organizations, such as advisoty boards, visitors, 
students' families, and the public. 

2. For academic organizations, this group might include qualified students who chose not to 
apply and qualified students who were admitted but elected not to attend an institution or 
not to enroll in a particular program of study. For business and administrative units, this 
group would include groups and organizations that were eligible or appropriate candi
dates to use your organization's programs and services but chose other providers. 
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3. Assessment methods should be in place for all high-priority external groups and organiza
tions. Examples include mail or telephone surveys, focus groups, interviews or response card 
analysis, and analysis of complaints. Indirert information-gathering methods are also poten
tially useful, depending on the organization and the extemal groups involved. For academic 
units, for example, these methods might include the assessment of attrition rates; recom
mendations and referrals; invitations and requests to serve in leadership roles in extemal 
groups; enrollment demand and trends; course and instructor evaluations; complaint or sug
gestion content and rate; financial support; and publication acceptance rates. The appropri
ateness of methods will vaty from organization to organization. 

4. Examples of potential future behaviors of students and other extemal groups and organiza
tions may include attending, continuing, recommending, supporting, referring, funding, 
publishing, contiibuting, and hiring. 

5. For academic organizations, former users might include alumni or students who were admit
ted or began a program of study but then withdrew. For business and administrative units, 
former users would include former clients or collaborators. 

6. Service standards or practices are specified organizational protocols or guidelines established 
to address the needs and expectations of extemal groups or organizations or to uphold orga
nizational values. Examples include standards regarding waiting times, telephone call-back 
response time, and response to letters of complaint. 

7. Examples might include face-to-face advising sessions, walk-in visits to a department office, 
or presence in a classroom. 
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This category focuses on how your organization selects, gathers, and integrates information 

and uses it to evaluate achievements and outcomes, monitor progress on plans and goals, and 

compare accomplishments to those of other organizations. It also considers how your organiza

tion shares and utilizes information, knowledge, and expertise internally. 

4.1 Performance Assessment and Comparisons 

V How you select, gather, and integrate information 

V How you use information to assess and monitor organizational outcomes, achievements, 
and progress in relation to your mission, vision, values, plans, and goals and in relation to 
the accomplishments of peer, competitive, and leading organizations 

_ARi-AS^-O-A0DRiSS-

A. Performance Assessment Methods' 

1. How do you assess your organization's performance in relation to your mission, vision, values, 
plans, and goals? More specifically, how do you assess outcomes and achievements for: core 
programs and services; relationships with extemal groups and organizations; faculty-staff 
satisfartion and workplace climate; and operational and financial performance? ^ 

For each of these areas: 

y What indicators or measures do you use? 

y How were these indicators developed? 

y How do you ensure the reliability, consistency, accessibility, timeliness, and confidentiality 
of information, as appropriate? 

2. How do you ensure that performance assessment methods are used in a coordinated manner 
throughout your organization and its various departments and workgroups? 

3. How do you keep your performance measurement system curtent and responsive to significant 
changes in your organization's needs and dirertions? 
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B. Comparative Assessment Methods-^ 

1. How does your organization use comparisons with peer, competitive, and leading 
organizations to evaluate your outcomes and achievements? 

2. How do you decide which peer, competitive, and leading organizations to use for comparative 
analysis? What organizations have you selected for comparison, and why are they the most 
appropriate? 

3. How do you selert and acquire comparative information? How do you keep your information-
gathering methods current with your organization's needs and directions? 

Comparisons between your organization and others as related to outcomes, achievements, and trends 
will be reported in categories 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4. 

C. Analysis and Use 

1. How is performance and comparison information communicated throughout the 
organization? 

2. How do you use performance and comparison information to analyze, track, and improve 
organizational outcomes and achievements? More specifically, how is this performance 
information used to improve: 

y Effectiveness and efficiency of artivities, programs, and services 

y Focus and coordination of efforts across departments and workgroups 

y Quality of relationships with extemal groups and organizations 

y Knowledge networking, innovation, and organizational learning 

y Leadership and govemance systems and prartices 

y Strategic planning 

y Faculty-staff and workplace climate satisfaction 

y Overall organizational performance in relation to goals and plans 

Performance outcomes and achievements will be reported in categories 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4. 

4o2 iCnewiedge UfilizQfiors 

V How you manage, disseminate, and use information and knowledge resources to improve 
your organization and its programs and services 
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AREAS TO ADDRESS 

A. Availability and Dissemination 

1. How does your organization ensure that information is coUerted, stored, retrieved, and 

disseminated to ensure availability and access by appropriate individuals and departments? 

2. What organizational information, including performance information, is regularly communi
cated to internal and extemal groups? When and how does this take place? 

y How do you determine which information to collect, store, and disseminate? 

y How do you ensure the user-friendliness of your information systems? 

y How do you keep software and hardware systems current with educational and 
administrative needs and directions? 

y How do you ensure the integrity, reliability, accuracy, timeliness, and security of 
information? 

3. How does your organization address information and information technology policy 
issues, including: 

y Access 

y Privacy and confidentiality 

y Internet use 

y Proprietary rights 

B. Information and Knowledge Utilization 

1. How do you encourage and reward the sharing and use of knowledge resources and expertise 
among individuals and departments within your organization? 

2. How do you ensure that information and knowledge resources: 

y Reach the appropriate individuals, groups, and organizations? 

y Are in a form that is appropriate and addresses user needs? 

y Are adopted and used effertively? 

3. How do you evaluate and improve your knowledge management and utilization approaches 
and systems? 
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1. Performance assessment methods translate organizational mission, vision, values, plans, and 
goals into measures that can be used to assess outcomes, summarize achievements, and track 
progress over time. Performance assessment methods should provide a basis for assessing 
outcomes and achievements from the perspective of programs, services, and activities (see 
categories 6.1 and 7.1), extemal groups and organizations (see categories 3.0 and 7.2), fac
ulty-staff and workplace climate (see categories 5.0 and 7.3), and operational and financial 
performance (see categories 6.2 and 7.4). 

2. Outcomes and achievements are the documented accomplishments of the institution, depart
ment, or program to be reported in categoty 7.0. Categoty 4.0 examines the indicators and 
measures that will be used to determine these outcomes and achievements. 

For academic units, outcomes and achievements in the categoty of programs, services, and 
activities would include measures of the quality of instmrtion, scholarship, and outreach, 
reflecting your mission, vision, plans, and goals. Examples include departmental distinrtions 
or recognition, program ratings or rankings, student learning measures, retention rates, fac
ulty and staff accomplishments, number of applicants or majors, applicant scores on stan
dardized tests, time-to-degree, enrollment or resource generation, licensure results and place
ment, faculty publications, leadership in extemal groups and organizations, research and 
grants activity, publications, outreach activity levels, and productivity or cost-effectiveness 
outcomes. 

For administrative units, outcomes and achievements in the categoty of programs, services, 
and activities could include measures of the quality reliability, productivity effertiveness, 
efficiency, value, or innovation of the programs and services you provide. Such measures 
might also include progress on plans and goals, staff accomplishments, leadership in exter
nal groups and organizations, and other measures selerted to appropriately reflert your mis
sion, vision, and values. For further discussion, see categories 6.1 and 7.1. 

Performance assessment methods that measure the quality of your relationships with exter
nal groups and organizations should include factors that are important to each group and orga
nization you serve. These indicators might be based on results of surveys or focus groups 
with prospertive or current students, employers, alumni, vendors, collaborating groups and 
organizations, and others. Also potentially useful are indirect measures such as attrition 
rates, recommendations and refenals, enrollment demand and enrollment trends, course 
and instmctor evaluations, complaint or suggestion content and resolution rate, alumni sup
port and contribution patterns, publication and grant acceptance rates, or other indicators 
selerted by the unit (see categories 3.1.B and 7.2). 
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Indicators of outcomes and achievements for faculty-staff satisfaction and workplace climate 
might include the results of surveys or interviews, retention, turnover rates, absenteeism, 
analysis of exit interviews, or other indicators selerted by the unit (see categories 5.3.B and 
7.3). For operational and financial performance in academic organizations, performance 
indicators focus on internal operations, such as the effectiveness and efficiency of new pro
gram development, curticulum review activities, recmiting and hiring, leadership activi
ties, planning, training, purchasing, scheduling, and fiscal responsibility. Organizational 
effectiveness and efficiency measures in administrative organizations would focus on 
internal operations, such as the effectiveness of leadership, planning processes, new 
service development, review and improvement cycles, recruiting and hiring, financial 
oversight, training, purchasing, scheduling, and fiscal responsibility (see categories 6.2 
and 7.4). 

3. Comparative assessment—also called benchmarking—refers to the process of identifying, 
selerting, and systematically gathering information from other organizations in order to 
compare your organization's performance, programs, services, processes, activities, 
achievements, and impart with those of other organizations. Comparisons may be with 
peer and competitor higher education institutions or organizations or with organizations 
in other industries that have comparable processes or artivities. For example, instructional, 
facilities, or purchasing processes may be compared to similar processes at peer or com
petitor colleges or universities or to processes in business, health care, or governmental 
organizations. 
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This category focuses on how your institution, department, or program motivates and enables 

faculty and staff to utilize their full potential in support of the mission, vision, values, and plans 

of your organization. It also encompasses efforts to build and maintain an environment that 

promotes excellence, faculty-staff satisfaction, engagement, collaboration, learning, and profes

sional and organizational development. 

5.1 Work Organization and Workplace Practices 

V How your organization implements work systems and workplace practices to encourage 
excellence and satisfaction 

AREAS TO ADDRESS 

A. Organizat ion of Work 

1. How does your organization design, organize, and oversee work to promote the following 
qualities? 

y Individual excellence 

y Departmental excellence 

y Collaboration 

y Innovation 

2. How uoes your organization use tiie lOnowmg teoiniques to encourage organizational 
flexibility? 

y Cross-training 

y Redesign of work processes 

y Job rotation 

y Technology 

y Simplification and redurtion of job classifications 

y Periodic review and redesign of organizational structures 
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3. How does your organization address the following issues for each faculty-staff group?' 

y Workforce planning and recruitment 

y Welcome and orientation 

y Career development and progression 

y Participation and engagement 

y Job enhancement and flexibility 

B. Performance Review and Recognition^ 

1. How do your performance review and feedback systems encourage, recognize, and reward 
superior performance? 

2. How do your compensation, benefits, and related reward and incentive prartices support and 

reinforce organizational dirertions and priorities? 

How are nonfinancial rewards used to recognize individual and collective excellence and to 
reinforce organizational dirertions and priorities? 

5.2 Learning and Professional Development 

V How your organization encourages learning and professional development 

V How your organization provides opportunities to enhance faculty-staff knowledge 
and capabilities 

AREAS TO ADDRESS 

1. What personal and professional learning and development opportunities does your 
organization provide for faculty-staff groups? ^ 

2. How does your organization identify new knowledge, skills, and capabilities needed by 

faculty-staff? How is each of the following factors taken into account? 

y Dirertions, priorities, plans, and goals of the organization 

y The needs and perspertives of faculty and staff 

y Job performance review outcomes 

y Requirements for certification, licensure, or accreditation 

y Changing technology 

y Evolving marketplace needs and expertations 
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3. What specific mechanisms do you use to encourage and support professional development for 

faculty-staff? 

4. What approaches do you use to deliver professional education and development?" 

5. How do you evaluate and improve professional education and development opportunities, 

and how are the results used for improvement? 

6. How do you address special education and training needs for faculty and staff, such as leader

ship development, diversity training, orientation, performance review processes, and safety 

programs? 

5.3 Faculty-Staff Well-Being and Satisfaction 

K How your organization maintains a workplace environment that contributes to excellence 
and to the well-being, satisfaction, and motivation of faculty and staff 

AREAS TO ADDRESS 

A. Workolace Environment 
I 

1. How do you improve workplace health, safety, and ergonomics? How do you ensure 

workplace preparedness for emergencies or disasters? 

2. How does the organization identify improvement needs and monitor progress in the areas of 

health, safety, and ergonomics? 

B. Faculty-Staff Satisfaction and Climate 

1. What formal and informal methods, measures, or indicators do you use to assess workplace 
climate, and faculty-staff well-being, satisfaction/dissatisfartion, and motivation?^ 

y How often is this satisfartion and climate information gathered? 

y How do you tailor these methods and measures to a diverse workforce and to different 

categories and types of faculty and staff? 

y How do you use other indicators, such as faculty-staff retention, absenteeism, grievances, 

and produrtivity? 

2. How do you use information from faculty-staff satisfaction assessment to enhance workplace 

satisfaction and morale? 

3. How do you compare your faculty-staff satisfaction outcomes with those of peers, competitors, 
and other leaders and, how is this comparison information used? 
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NOTES 

1. Faculty-staff refers to all salaried employee groups, including full- and part-time faculty, 
teaching assistants, coadjutant faculty, visiting lerturers, full- and part-time administration 
and staff, and student workers. 

2. Recognition includes, but is not limited to, public acknowledgment of individuals and groups 
or teams, personal feedback, merit awards, and work performance reviews. Also included are 
letters of commendation, certifications of merit, articles in bulletins or newsletters, and 
announcements at unit meetings. 

3. Personal and professional learning and development opportunities might include sabbaticals, 
intemships, professional development programs, or flexible work schedules to permit 
enrollment in professional development artivities. 

4. The approaches might include orientations, tiaditional courses, computer-based instmction, 
distance education, on-campus programs, off-campus programs, instmrtion by consultants, 
or self-paced instmrtion. 

5. Faculty-staff satisfaction and workplace climate might be assessed through surveys or inter
views, retention rates, absenteeism, analysis of exit interviews, or other indicators selerted by 
the organization (see categories 4.1 and 7.3). 

Faculty-staff satisfaction and workplace climate outcomes will be reported in Categoty 7.3. 
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This category focuses on the work activities that are essential to accomplishing your organ

ization's mission and to addressing the needs and expectations of the groups you serve. 

The category emphasizes how these processes are designed, supported, standardized, 

documented, monitored, and improved to achieve excellence and efficiency. 

6 .1 . Core Processes 

¥ How your organization identifies, supports, monitors, and improves work processes that are 
essential to your mission and to meeting the needs and expectations of the groups you serve 

AREAS TO ADDRESS 
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1. What are the core—mission-critical—processes for your organization?'What external groups 
are served by each core process?^ 

2. How do you ensure that your mission-critical processes are appropriately standardized, 
documented, and monitored? 

3. How do you ensure that new and existing processes benefit from the latest and most 
appropriate technological innovations? 

4. What performance measures or indicators are used to assess the effectiveness and efficiency of 
your core processes?' How is the information used for monitoring and improvement? 

5. What groups or organizations play a critical role as partners or collaborators with your 
organization for your mission-critical processes?" How do you ensure effective and efficient 
linkages with the work of those organizations?' 

6. How are peer, competitor, and leading organizations selerted for mission-critical process 
comparisons? How is the information gained from comparisons used in monitoring, 
measuring, and improving your core processes? 

7. How often are core processes reviewed and refined? 

Process effertiveness outcomes, achievements, and progress will be reported in Category 7.1. 
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c / How your organization identifies, monitors, standardizes, documents, and improves 
operational and financial processes that are necessary to the support of your mission-critical 
artivities and to your internal operations 

AREAS TO ADDRESS 

A. Identification and Monitoring 

1. what are the most critical operational support and financial processes in your organization? ^ 

2. How do you ensure that your operational support and financial processes are appropriately 
standardized, documented, and monitored? 

Operational support and financial process outcomes and achievements for your institution, 
department, or program will be reported in categoty 7.4. 

3. How do you ensure that new and existing support and financial processes benefit from the 
latest and most appropriate technological innovations? 

4. What performance measures or indicators are used to assess the effectiveness and efficiency 
of your most critical support and financial processes? How is this information used for 
monitoring and improvement? 

5. How are peer, competitor, and leading organizations selected for support and financial process 
comparisons? How is the information gained from comparisons used in monitoring, 
measuring, and improving your support and financial processes? 

Comparisons between your operational support and financial process outcomes and 
achievements and those of peers, competitors, and leaders will be reported in categoty 7. 

6. How often are support and financial processes reviewed and refined? 
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1. Core processes are sequences of work activities that are mission-critical—essential to the 
organization's mission and its artivities, programs, and services. Core processes are those 
for which the organization has particular expertise. For academic units, mission-critical 
work processes typically include artivities directly associated with instruction, scholarship, 
and service or outreach. In administrative organizations, core processes will vaty substan
tially from department to department, reflecting the department's mission, activities, pro
grams, and services. 

2. The term external groups and organizations refers to beneficiaries, stakeholders, consumers, 
clients, publics, users, constituencies, or customers for whom the organization undertakes 
activities or provides programs or services. For academic organizations, the groups and 
organizations may include students, faculty, staff, disciplinaty and professional communi
ties, potential employers, alumni, academic associations, parents, business and industty, 
state and federal ftmding agencies, private foundations, individual donors, prospertive stu
dents and parents, graduate and professional schools, advisoty boards, disciplinaty and 
administrative opinion leaders at other institutions, local and state govemment, and the 
citizens of the community or state. For administrative departments such as departments of 
human resources, facilities, computing services, sponsored research, and other administra
tive and service units, the term campus groups and organizations refers to the administra
tive and academic departments within the institution for which the unit provides pro
grams or services. 

3. Mission-critical process performance indicators are measures used to assess the quality, effec
tiveness, efficiency, and responsiveness of an organization's core programs, services, and 
activities. Typically, these indicators incorporate the kinds of criteria used by peers and 
professionals in the discipline or field in assessing mission-critical processes (see catego
ries 4.1 and 7.1). 

4. Depending on your organization, examples might include collaborative relationships with 
the office of grants and sponsored research, admissions, or other academic or administra
tive departments or programs. Mission-critical collaborative relationships may also exist 
with organizations outside the institution, such as high schools, community colleges, 
student internship sites, or vendors of goods or services. 

5. Effectiveness refers to success in achieving an intended purpose. Efficiency refers to econo
mies related to financial and human resources. 

6. Operational support and financial processes are necessary to assist in the fulfillment of 
your mission-critical artivities and to the effertive and efficient operation of your organiza
tion. Often, these processes are invisible to extemal groups. Operational support processes 
would include recmiting and hiring, condurting performance reviews, training, purchasing 
equipment and supplies, coordinating repairs and maintenance, time and room schedul
ing, preparing work materials, and scheduling and condurting meetings. Financial pro
cesses might include fiscal management, budget, development, grants development, and 
grants management. 
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This category examines your organization's documented outcomes and achievements for core 

programs and services; relationships with external groups and organizations that are critical 

to fulfilling your mission; faculty-staff satisfaction and workplace climate; and operational and 

financial performance.' Also considered are accomplishments in the areas of leadership, 

strategic planning, and measurement and knowledge utilization. 

7.1 Programs, Services, and Activities 

/ 

/ 

/ 

Your organization's key documented outcomes and achievements in relation to the quality 
and effectiveness of programs, services, and other work activities that are fundamental to 
your mission, vision, plans, and goals 

Your organization's progress in these areas over time 

How these outcomes and achievements compare with those of peers, competitors, and 

AREAS TO ADDRESS 

1. What are the curtent and long-term outcomes and achievements for programs, services, and 
other mission-critical artivities?^ 

2. How do these accomplishments compare with those of peers, competitors, and leaders?' 

7.2 External Groups and Organizations 

V Your organization's key documented outcomes and achievements relative to your 
relationships with the extemal groups and organizations that are important to fulfilling 
your mission, vision, plans, and goals 

V Your progress over time in forming satisfying relationships with these groups and 
organizations 

/ How your accomplishments in this area compare with those of peers, competitors, and 
leaders 
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AREAS TO CONSIDER 

1. What are the documented outcomes and achievements related to rteating and maintaining 
positive relationships and a high level of satisfaction among groups or organizations that you 
serve and collaborate with?" 

2. How do these accomplishments compare with those of peers, competitors, and leaders?^ 

7.3 Faculty-Staff and Workplace Climate 

V Your organization's key documented outcomes and achievements in relation to the quality 
of your organizational climate and faculty-staff satisfaction 

V Your progress over time in creating and maintaining a positive climate and satisfying 
faculty-staff needs and expertations 

V How these outcomes and achievements compare with those of peers, competitors, and 
leaders 

AREAS TO CONSIDER 

1. what are your organization's curtent and long-term outcomes and achievements related to 
creating and maintaining a positive workplace climate and faculty-staff satisfaction?*^ 

2. How do these accomplishments compare with those of peers, competitors, and leaders?^ 

7.4 Operational and Financial Performance 

V Your organization's documented outcomes and achievements in operational support and 
financial performance^ 

V Your organization's progress over time in improving your operational and financial 
performance 

V How these outcomes and achievements compare with those of peers, competitors, 
and leaders 
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AREAS TO CONSIDER 

A. Leadership 

1. what are your current and long-term outcomes and achievements related to organizational 
leadership?' 

2. How do your accomplishments related to leadership compare to those of peers, competitors, 
and leaders?'" 

B. Planning 

1. what are your current and long-term outcomes and achievements related to planning?" 

2. How do your accomplishments related to planning compare with those of peers, competitors, 
and leaders?'^ 

C. Measurement and Knowledge Utilization 

1. what are your current and long-term outcomes and achievements related to measurement and 
knowledge utilization, including the measurement and tracking of performance?'^ 

2. How do your accomplishments in measurement and knowledge utilization compare with 
those of peers, competitors, and leaders?'" 

D. Operational Support 

1. what are your current and long-term outcomes and achievements related to the effertiveness 
and efficiency of your operational support processes?'^ 

2. How do your accomplishments in support processes compare with those of peers, 
competitors, and leaders?"^ 

E. Finances 

1. What are your current and long-term financial outcomes and achievements?'' 

2. How do your outcomes and achievements in the financial area compare with those of peers, 
competitors, and leaders? '̂  
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NOTES 

1. This categoty should present results that document outcomes and achievements relative to 
your organization's mission-critical artivities, programs, and services (categoty 6.1). This cat
egoty does not consider information on your organization's approaches, intentions, strate
gies, or methods. Those topics are the focus of categoty 6.1 and of various items in other cat
egories. When possible, outcomes, achievements, and progress (trends) should be presented 
in graphs and tables. 

2. Outcomes and achievements for your mission-critical activities, programs, and services 
should be reported based on indicators established by your organization (see categoty 
4.1.A). Typically, the standards employed are those utilized by peers and professionals in 
the discipline or field. 

3. See categoty 4.1.B. 

4. This categoty does not consider information on your organization's approaches, intentions, 
strategies, or methods. Those topics are the focus of categoty 3.0 and various items in other 
categories. Rather, it should present results that document outcomes and achievements. 
When possible, outcomes, achievements, and progress (trends) should be presented in 
graphs and tables. Outcomes and achievements should be based on indicators established 
by your organization (see categories 3.1.B and 4.1.A). Typically, the standards employed re
flert the perspectives of individuals, groups, and organizations that your organization serves. 

5. See categories 3.I.E. and 4.I.E. 

6. This categoty should present results that document outcomes and achievements related to 
the quality of your organizational climate and the satisfaction of faculty and staff (see cat
egoty 5.0). This categoty does not consider information on your organization's approaches, 
intentions, strategies, or methods; those topics are the focus of categoty 4.0 and various 
items in other categories. When possible, outcomes, achievements, and progress (trends) 
should be presented in graphs and tables. 

Outcomes and achievements related to organizational climate and faculty-staff satisfartion 
should be based on indicators established by your unit (see categories 4.1.A and 5.3.B). 
Typically, the standards employed reflect the perspertives of faculty and staff. 

7. Comparisons for the quality of your organization's climate and faculty-staff satisfartion 
should relate your organization's outcomes and achievements with those of peers, competi
tors, and leaders (see categories 4.1.E and 5.3.B). 

8. This categoty should present results that document outcomes and achievements related to 
operational and financial performance. It does not consider information on your organ
ization's approaches, intentions, strategies, or methods. Considered in this categoty are 
accomplishments related to leadership (categoty 1.0), planning (categoty 2.0), measurement 
and knowledge utilization (categoty 4.0), and operational support and financial processes 
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(categoty 6.2). When possible, outcomes, achievements, and progress (trends) should be 
presented in graphs and tables. 

9. Outcomes and achievements in the area of organizational leadership might include 
improvements in leadership or leadership practices based on performance reviews or feed
back; changes in organizational climate attributed to leadership initiatives; measures of 
leadership engagement; and service in leadership roles in external campus, public, or profes
sional groups and organizations (see categoty 1.0). 

Outcomes and achievements related to leadership should be based on measures and indica
tors established by your unit (see categoty 4.1 .A). 

10. Comparisons of leadership outcomes and achievements reported should relate your orga
nizational leadership outcomes and achievements to those of peers, competitors, and lead
ers (see categoty 4.1.B). 

11. Accomplishments in the area of planning might include the implementation of a new 
planning process; changes in the way plans and goals are established and measured; mea
sures of faculty-staff engagement in the planning process; coordination of plans across de
partments or work groups; and indicators of progress on goals or effectiveness of dissemina
tion of information regarding plans (see categoty 2.0). 

12. Comparisons of planning process outcomes and achievements reported should relate your 
planning process accomplishments to those of peers, competitors, and leaders (see category 4.1.B). 

13. Accomplishments in the area of measurement and knowledge utilization might include 
improvements in performance measurement methods; advances in approaches to gathering 
and using comparison information from other organizations; measures of the effectiveness 
and efficiency of information dissemination and use; dissemination and adoption of "best 
practices"; and improvements in information and information systems access or effertive
ness (see categoty 4.0). 

14. Comparisons of measurement and knowledge utilization outcomes and achievements re
ported should relate your outcomes and achievements in these areas to those of peers, com
petitors, and leaders (see categoty 4.1 .B). 

15. Operational support outcomes and achievements are often invisible to extemal groups, 

but they are essential to the effectiveness and efficiency of core programs and services and to 
the overall fiinrtioning of the organization. Accomplishments that relate to the operational 
support of instmction, for instance, would include course design, scheduling, staffing, 
evaluation, and advising. Depending on the department and its mission, examples may 
include administrative systems, purchasing, budgeting, employee recmitment and hiring, 
training and professional development, information management. E-mail and telephone 
systems, and logistical support of all types. In some administrative organizations, processes 
listed here as examples of organizational support may be mission-critical processes (see 
category 6.2). 
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16. Comparisons of operational support should relate your outcomes and achievements in 
these areas to those of peers, competitors, and leaders (see categoty 4.1.B). 

17. Financial outcomes would include documentation of financial performance, fiscal man
agement, and budgeting (see categoty 6.2). 

18. Comparisons of financial performance should relate your outcomes and achievements in 
these areas to those of peers, competitors, and leaders (see categoty 4.1.B). 
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The EHE categories represent key components of excellent higher education institutions, depart

ments, and programs. Collectively, they define an integrated framework (figure 4) and highlight 

the importance of organizational excellence. The EHE framework reflects seven core themes: 

V Leadership: Define and relentlessly communicate a compelling vision and plans for 

the future, linked to the needs of the groups served. 

¥ Strategic Planning: Translate the vision into plans with aggressive and measurable 

goals. 

V External Focus: Listen to and understand the needs and perspectives of the groups 

and organizations for which you provide services and programs and with which 

you collaborate. Identify and close expectation gaps. 

V Measurement and Knowledge Utilization: Translate organizational goals into 

measurable performance targets for the organization, taking into account 

comparisons with peers, comoetitors, and leaders. Make information accessible 

and easy to comprehend, and encourage the sharing of knowledge and expertise 

throughout the organization. 

V Faculty-Staff and Workplace Focus: Create a culture that encourages excellence, 

engagement, professional development, collaboration, satisfaction, and pride. 

Reward and recognize performance and link individual and organizational goals. 

V Process Effectiveness: Identify, depersonalize, document, analyze, and continuously 

improve the efficiency and effectiveness of work processes with end-users in mind. 

V Outcomes and Achievements: Document, monitor, and communicate outcomes, 

achievements, and progress. Compare your accomplishments with those of peers, 

competitors, and leaders. Use this information to motivate and guide your 

commitment to excellence and continuous improvement. 

Organizational Overvievs^: The institution. Department, 
or Program Profile 
Meaningful assessment of an institution, department, or program requires an understanding of the con
text in which the organization operates, its major programs and services, its stmrture, and its key rela
tionships. Also important are a review of major recommendations from previous extemal or intemal 
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assessments, an overview of key challenges and opportunities facing the organization, a list of peers and 
competitors, and other information that is important to establishing the frame of reference. Assembling 
and reviewing this information is a vety useful part of the preparation for an assessment. The profile is 
also invaluable to individuals outside the organization who are participating in the review process and 
for those who are reviewing the final results. 

¥mum. '^=©^<Bmimm!mMM, ixeiiLiPieis ^ c@MPiEfriiMsi¥i A^p't@A€fr̂  
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1.0 Leadership 
Leadership is the cornerstone of excellence in any organization. Leaders have the responsibility for guid
ing the organization, facilitating the development and implementation of plans and goals, inspiring high 
levels of performance and collaboration among colleagues, and promoting and modeling desired organi
zational values through their own behavior These responsibilities are common to leaders at all levels. 
Senior administrators in colleges and universities have these leadership duties, as do deans, directors, de
partment chairs, faculty leaders, committees or task force chairs, team leaders, and projert coordinators. 

How these challenging tasks can be accomplished effectively is a matter of continuing discussion and the 
topic of hundreds of books and articles each year. V^ile it is clear that there is no simple formula for 
success, there is a consensus as to what dimensions of individual and organizational leadership are im
portant: 

y Creating focus and clarity about the organization's mission, vision, values, plans, and goals 

/ Educating colleagues about opportunities and challenges facing higher education in general 
and the institution, department, or program in particular 

y Engaging and motivating colleagues at all levels of the organization 

/ Promoting teamwork, collaborative problem solving, and a sense of community 

/ Being a strong advocate for an extemal focus—listening carefully to the voices of 
individuals, groups, and organizations who are the potential beneficiaries of the work of the 
institution, department, or program 

y Measuring performance against goals 

y Promoting learning and professional development 

/ Developing a climate in which analysis, reflection, and continuing improvement are 

core values 

/ Recognizing the achievements of the individuals and the organization 

/ Promoting and managing change as a positive and necessaty aspect of organizational 

excellence 

/ Encouraging and using feedback on leadership performance 

y Representing the organization with extemal groups and organizations 

A fundamental tenet of organizational excellence is that leaders are most effective when they are person
ally and visibly engaged. In doing so, they demonstrate their commitment to particular organizational 
values and principles not only through their speeches and writings, but also through their behavior. 
Through their personal actions, leaders have the opportunity to reaffirm the importance of listening to 
and understanding the perspertives of those served by the organization, engaging and valuing colleagues 
at all levels, and encouraging coordinated leadership and accountability throughout the organization. 
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Personal involvement, communication, and consensus building are important in all organizations. Ex-
emplaty leadership involves a commitment to high standards of integrity, ethical condurt, and social re
sponsibility, as well as the sharing of expertise and experience beyond the boundaries of the organization 
through contributions to campus, public, and professional communities. 

2.0 Strategic Planning 
A second dimension of organizational excellence is strategic planning. Planning is essential to coordi
nated artion and to anticipating and managing change. The process has a number of dimensions. Per
haps the most fundamental purpose of the planning process is the translation of the mission, vision, and 
strategic directions into measurable goals and artion steps. Strategic planning typically begins with a re
view of the organization's mission and vision, current performance, and capabilities. Also essential is an 
analysis of the needs and expertations of the individuals and groups served by the organization. Atten
tion is devoted to an assessment of challenges and opportunities, technological developments, organiza
tional climate, resources, regulatoty requirements, and community and societal expertations or direc
tions. Comparisons with peer, competitive, and leading organizations are also an important dimension. 
These and other fartors that may come into play in the planning process are illustrated in figure 5. 

FIGURE 5—STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS 
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3.0 External Focus 
Leading institutions, departments, and programs place a great deal of emphasis on forming and main
taining high-quality and satisfying relationships with the individuals, groups, and organizations they 
serve and work with. To be successful in these relationships, the organization must devote substantial 
effort to learning about the perspertives, needs, and expectations of these groups and organizations. 

The list of external groups and organizations of concem can vaty a great deal depending on the organiza
tional frame of reference. For example, if the organization is an entire institution—a college or univer
sity—the list of extemal groups and organizations would include present students, prospective students, 
parents, alumni, high schools, community colleges, advisoty or goveming boards, the community, state 
and federal govemments, donors, mass media, and others. 

If the organization being considered is an academic department with a mission involving instmction, 
scholarship, and public service and outreach, the list would likely include students, alumni, funding 
agencies, members of the academic discipline, and other academic departments it works with on instmc-
tional or scholarly programs or endeavors. 

It is important to note that the concept of external focus is equally vital for administrative departments 
that serve groups or organizations within the institution. For these units, the critical external groups and 
organizations are typically other campus administrative and academic departments. Examples are depart
ments of human resources, facilities, computing services, and sponsored research; faculty and adminis
trative councils or assemblies, and other administrative and service units. For a facilities department, for 
example, the list of extemal groups and organizations would include departments for which custodial, 
maintenance, or constmction services are provided, as well as vendors and suppliers with whom the fa
cilities unit collaborates in providing these services. 

Depending on the organization and its programs, services, or artivities, the list of relevant external indi
viduals, groups, or organizations to be considered would include one or more of the following: 

y Those who benefit from your organization's artivities, services, or programs 

/ Those your organization's existence depends upon 

y Those who can choose to use or not use your programs or services 

y Those who pay for your programs or services 

/ Those who provide resources or expertise that is essential to the work of your organization 

/ Those whose assessment of your performance or programs, services, or activities translates 
into financial or moral support, or a lack thereof 

Information from extemal stakeholders can be used to evaluate current services and programs; to iden
tify needed improvements in communication about existing programs and services; or to create new pro
grams and services. Information from extemal groups also helps to clarify the importance of organiza
tional standards and practices. For instance, user surveys frequently identify the essential role that front
line staff play in extemal relations. They are the face of the organization, the first, often die last—and 
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sometimes the only—point of contart. Encounters with front-line staff form the basis of impressions that 
are remembered and repeated many times. In the best organizations, systems are put in place to clarify 
the expectations and priorities of the groups being served, determine how encounters with the institution 
look to those outside the organization, monitor the satisfartion levels of these groups over time, and 
identify and address sources of dissatisfartion. 

In higher education, extemal focus is particularly vital. Input from our stakeholders is essential to deter
mine whether the high standards of excellence we hope to achieve in our programs and services are be
ing realized. Moreover, extemal judgments of the quality of a college, university, or department translate 
into financial and reputational support that is critical to our work and the well-being of the institution. 
Thinking in terms of the marketplace and revenue streams, some of the most obvious groups served are 
students, employers, and parents and families who pay dirertly for a substantial portion of the educa
tional services that higher education institutions provide. However, many other stakeholder groups make 
assessments of the instmction, research, outreach, administrative, co-curticular, and support artivities of 
colleges and universities, and all of these judgments have an important impart on the institution's repu
tation and financial advancement. 

The concept of extemal focus reminds organizations of the hazards of becoming self-focused or self-ab
sorbed. It also suggests an approach for avoiding these organizational tendencies: 

/ Identify groups for which the institution or unit provides programs, services, materials, or 
resources 

/ Regularly and systematically gather data to understand their needs, perspectives, 
expectations, priorities, and sources of satisfaction and dissatisfaction 

y Prioritize unmet needs, expectations, and sources of dissatisfaction 

y Address priorities by improving work programs and services or by using communication 
and education to negotiate new expectations 

4.0 Measurement and Knowledge Utilization 
Critical to all components of organizational excellence is the effective selertion, analysis, and use of in
formation. A fundamental use of data and information is to assess organizational performance. Leading 
organizations choose indicators and measures that allow them to assess their performance relative to 
their mission, vision, values, plans, and goals. Information may be used to evaluate the quality of pro
grams and services, the organization's relationships with the groups it serves, workplace climate, faculty-
staff qualifications and satisfartion, and operational effertiveness. 

Many organizations go a step further to identify a small set of core measures, or dashboard indicators, to 
monitor performance and progress in the most critical areas (figure 6). Organizational dashboard indica
tors can be helpful in the same way that an automobile's dashboard gauges provide information on the 
car's important functions. Is the organization achieving its mission, maintaining financial viability. 
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FIGURE 6-SAMPLE ACADEMIC ORGANIZATION DASHBOARD 
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providing effective and efficient programs and services, progressing toward its vision, achieving its plans 
and goals, creating a positive workplace climate, effectively addressing the needs of stakeholder groups 
for which programs and services are provided, and so on? These are among the questions that can only 
be answered with a systematic approach to data and information selection and use. 

Fundamental to this assessment process is the tracking of expertations and behavior of key extemal 
groups served by the department (figure 7). Such information allows the organization to monitor satis
fartion levels, determine Vvhat criteria extemal groups use in their judgments, identify sources of dissatis
fartion, and clarify needs and opportunities not being well addressed by the organization. The systematic 
selection, analysis, and use of information are also useful for identifying, studying, and comparing the 
activities of an organization with those of peer, competitor, and leading benchmark organizations that 
represent a standard of excellence and focal point for performance comparison and improvement. 

One of the major benefits of developing integrated performance measures is to stimulate a dialogue and 
ultimately help the unit clarify how excellence should be defined, assessed, and communicated. The pro
cess also helps the organization determine what information is needed to make such assessments and 
with whom the unit should compare its achievements to determine their significance. 
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FIGURE 7—EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS MATRIX 
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Ideally, an organizational dashboard should help to: 

y Clarify institutional purpose, dirertion, and priorities 

y Measure fartors that influence the decision-making of the groups for which services or 
programs are provided 

y Create focus and alignment throughout the institution 

y Heighten responsibility and accountability 

y Encourage, monitor, and document progress 

y Provide the basis for predicting outcomes 

y Permit meaningful comparisons 

y Be widely accessible and easy to understand 

y Energize and motivate 

y Meet intemal and extemal reporting requirements 

y Engage members of the organization in determining what to measure and why, and how to 
use results 
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Another important theme in contemporaty organizational theoty is knowledge management and use. As 
an individual or group undertakes work artivities, they should have access to all pertinent information, 
expertise, and knowledge available within the organization to assist them in their task. Ideally, this access 
involves systems that facilitate the sharing of information on effertive prartices, or "best prartices," 
within the organization. Making these outcomes a reality requires cultural, systemic, and leadership sup
port. Creating an organization where information, expertise, and knowledge are accessible, widely 
shared, and effertively used requires enabling technology. Of equal importance is an enabling cu l tu re -
one that encourages, supports, and rewards collaboration and the sharing of insight, experience, and 
knowledge. 

5.0 Faculty-Staff and Workplace Focus 
Excellence in higher education also depends on recmiting and retaining outstanding faculty and staff, 
maintaining their satisfaction, and creating a positive workplace climate. The essential issue is: To what 
extent are faculty and staff encouraged to develop their full potential while contributing to the organ
ization's mission, vision, plans, and goals? Achieving this goal requires the organization to build and 
maintain a climate that promotes excellence, engagement, collaboration, satisfaction, and personal and 
organizational advancement. 

Faculty expertise forms the basis for instruction, scholarship, and service and outreach. Together, faculty 
and staff create and maintain an environment in which knowledge is created, shared, and applied in 
various forms and contexts for many groups. The kind of institution faculty and staff together create is 
itself a powerful teaching tool. It is clear that lessons are taught not only in the classroom by faculty, but 
also in administrative offices by staff. As noted, the "front-line" employees of an organization play a cm-
dal role in this regard. Their behavior forms the basis of impressions that have a major impart on repu
tation and the satisfaction of groups served and on what students learn about organizations and human 
behavior 

Creating a superior workplace requires well-trained, engaged, and committed faculty and staff This in 
turn requires supportive leadership, attention to workforce planning and workplace climate, care in re
cruitment and orientation, reasonable compensation and benefits, sufficient incentives and recognition 
opportunities, meaningful engagement, appropriate professional developmental opportunities, and a 
genuine sense of community. Also essential is a systematic method for identifying, analyzing, and moni
toring faculty-staff expectations, perspertives, priorities, and satisfaction/dissatisfaction and implement
ing methods for responding to concerns as they are identified. A worthy goal for higher education is to 
strive for a level of excellence in faculty-staff satisfaction and workplace climate that parallels the level of 
excellence in scholarship and academics. 

6.0 Process Effectiveness 
Leading organizations place considerable emphasis on identifying, supporting, analyzing, standardizing, 
documenting, and improving work processes that are essential to their missions. The goal is to achieve 
excellence and efficiency and to meet the needs and expertations of the groups served. 
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FIGURE 8—SAMPLE PROCESS FLOW 
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It is not uncommon for individuals to become preoccupied with their own department, job, and duties 
and detached from the overall purposes of their department or the institution. From the perspective of 
students and other extemal constituencies, however, departmental, job, and role distinrtions are gener
ally irtelevant. What matters are results. Focusing on processes and outcomes helps to overcome the 
problems of isolation and segmentation, contributes to organizational excellence, and ultimately con
tributes to improving the satisfaction of the groups for which programs and services are being provided. 

One of the most basic ways to achieve this broader process orientation is to analyze work flows. Figure 8 
provides a diagram of the steps involved in securing business cards within a university. Disserting a pro
cess in this way clarifies the roles played by various individuals and departments and highlights areas 
where potential problems exist. In this case, the process analysis helps to identify the reasons it takes so 
long to acquire business cards at the institution. As a part of the analysis, it is helpful to clarify the pur
pose of each step in a process and to determine exactly how to measure and monitor effertiveness and 
efficiency. 

It is important to maintain a focus on the needs and perspertives of those served by particular processes. 
In the example, the business card process may well meet the needs of the communications department 
in relation to accuracy and production quality, but if it takes six to eight weeks to achieve these goals, the 
needs and expertations of end users are certainly not being well met. Systematic study can help deter
mine whether steps could be shortened or eliminated, procedures streamlined, additional training pro
vided to improve efficiency, technology introduced to expedite the process, and so on. Such an analysis 
generally results in improved processes that are more efficient, more effective, and more responsive to 
the needs of all parties involved. This approach results in documented, standardized key processes that 
can be easily communicated, understood, and replicated. 
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often, processes involve the work of individuals in more than one department. The interdepartmental— 
or cross-functional—nature of work is apparent even in basic activities such as recmiting, hiring, and ori
enting new staff. What might be termed the recruitment-hiring-orientation process typically involves the 
hiring department and the human resources department, at a minimum. As with other such activities, 
one can analyze the process to identify the specific steps involved, the order in which they are per
formed, and the people or departments responsible for each artivity. This type of analysis can lead to im
proved work processes, documentation, and standardization. 

In some cases, organizational processes require collaboration with external groups and organizations. 
These processes may take place in alliances, partnerships, and supplier relations between institutions or 
between academic and administrative departments within a single institution. Examples include recmit
ing involving high schools and community and junior colleges; cooperative instmrtion or research ar
rangements with other institutions or departments; shared service agreements; and arrangements rteating pre-
ferted or exclusive provider-beneficiaty relationships for programs, materials, resources, or services. 

Drawing comparisons between processes in one's own organization and those in other organizations is 
also important for work analysis and improvement. Opportunities need to be CTeated to analyze and leam 
from peers, competitors, and leaders in one's own area in higher education and, where appropriate, from 
organizations in other sertors. Through this kind of activity, effective core and support processes—whether for 
planning, faculty-staff satisfaction assessment, purchasing, scheduling, surveying students and alumni, 
advising, hiring, or welcoming new faculty and staff—can be identified, studied, and adopted. 

7.0 Outcomes and Achievements 
For any higher education institution, as well as for its academic or administrative units, attaining and 
sustaining excellence is the ultimate aim. To determine how well this is being achieved, organizational 
outcomes and accomplishments must be assessed in relation to the organization's mission, vision, plans, 
and goals. The evaluation must first focus on current excellence levels and long-term trends for the over
all organization and for its artivities, programs, and services. Also important is an assessment of the suc
cess of the unit in addressing the needs and expectations of the groups it serves and those with which it 
collaborates, the satisfartion of faculty and staff, and its operational support processes and financial per
formance. 

Published documentation on outcomes and achievements in each of these areas is needed for organiza
tional self-assessment, planning, and goal setting, process improvement, effertive extemal focus, faculty-
staff and workplace focus, and for other improvements. It is also extremely valuable for communicating 
the organization's accomplishments to extemal constituencies. 

To place these excellence outcomes and achievements in a meaningful context, it is necessaty to deter
mine how they compare with those of peer, competitor, and leading organizations. Figure 9 provides a 
chart that can be used for organizing and presenting this kind of information. 

In leading organizations, considerable attention is devoted to documenting, reporting, and communicat
ing information on excellence levels and trends and comparisons with other institutions. Typically, such 
documentation takes the form of tables (figure 10), often supplemented with nartative detailing key ac
complishments. 
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action plans. Specific activities and steps taken as a part of short- and long-term strategic plan
ning. Through artion plan development, general strategies and goals are made specific so that 
effertive implementation is possible and probable. 

alignment. Consistency and synchronization of plans, processes, actions, information, and deci
sions among units to support key unit- and institution-wide goals. Effertive alignment requires a 
shared understanding of purposes and goals and the use of complementary measures and informa
tion to enable planning, tracking, analysis, and improvement at the institutional, departmental, 
work group, and individual level. 

approach. The methods and strategies used by an organization. Categories 1-6 focus on approach 
along with implementation. 

benchmarking. Establishing benchmarks—also termed "comparisons"—refers to the process of 
identifying, selerting, and systematically comparing the organization's performance, artivities, pro
grams, services, processes, achievements, and impart with those of other organizations. Compari
sons may be with peer and competitor institutions or with organizations in other sectors with 
similar processes or artivities. 

beneficiaries. See groups and organizations served. 

collaborators. Extemal group or organizations with which the unit must coordinate to carry out 
its mission-rtitical work. Includes partnerships, alliances, and vendor-supplier relationships. 

comparisons. See benchmarking. 

coordination. Alignment and synchronization of plans, processes, actions, information, and deci
sions throughout an institution, department, or program. Effective coordination requires common 
understanding of purposes and goals and the use of complementary measures and information to 
enable planning, tracking, analysis, and improvement at the institutional, unit, workgroup, and 
individual level. 

core processes. Sequences of work activities that are mission-critical, those essential to the 
organization's mission and its activities, programs, and services. Core processes are those about 
which the organization has particular expertise. For academic units, mission-critical work processes 
typically include artivities dirertly associated with instrurtion, scholarship, and service and out
reach. In administrative organizations, core processes will vary substantially from department to 
department, reflerting the unit's unique mission, artivities, programs, and services. 
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c/: r: • - r The time required to fulfill commitments or to complete tasks. 

c.?K't ;oc :x.. A set of performance measures or indicators—sometimes referred to as a scorecard—that 
summarizes all areas of organizational funrtioning identified as essential to assessing organizational 
excellence. A dashboard would generally include measures of the quality of the organization's programs 
and services, satisfartion levels of groups served, faculty-staff satisfaction and workplace climate, opera
tional and financial performance, and other measures determined appropriate by the department. 

depLoyirrer:!. The manner in which approaches are implemented and applied within the organization. 

e!!feC:":ven:2SS. Success in achieving an intended purpose. 

ê :̂c:.er_cy. Economies related to human and financial resources. 

f£c '̂.'.y-s:£f;". Refers to all faculty and staff groups, including full- and part-time faculty, teaching assis
tants, full- and part-time administrators and staff, student workers, and volunteers. 

gc£ls. Targets or end points that are sufficiently specific to allow for progress to be assessed and a deter
mination to be made when they have been achieved. "Stretch" goals are selected to challenge the organi
zation to greater performance than might otherwise be sought. 

gro-ips 2"£ c::g£:~'z£':'G ~s ssr/sc. Beneficiaries, stakeholders, consumers, clients, publics, users, con
stituencies, or customers that the organization serves or collaborates with. Depending on the mission of 
the organization, these services may include instruction, scholarship, public service and outreach, and 
administrative, support, or other fimrtions. The list of groups and organizations may include students, 
faculty, staff, disciplinary and professional communities, potential employers, alumni, academic associa
tions, parents, business and industry, state and federal funding agencies, private foundations, individual 
donors, prospertive students and parents, graduate and professional schools, advisory boards, disciplin
ary and administrative opinion leaders at other institutions, local and state govemment, the citizens of 
the community or state, and other groups. For administrative departments that provide programs and 
services within the institution—such as departments of human resources, facilities, computing services, 
sponsored research, faculty/administrative councils or assemblies, and other administrative and service 
units—the relevant campus groups and organizations would be the administrative and academic depart
ments for which the unit provides programs or services. Also refers to departments inside or outside the 
institution with which the institution, department, or program collaborates. 

:n:!;;3^ezt£z.;£'::cr. The manner in which approaches are deployed and applied within the organization. 

:"s'::'.i:l:cr;. See organizatioe. 

iCtowLecga clî izE'iicin:. Effective dissemination, sharing, and utilization of information, expertise, and 
knowledge by members of an organization. 
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leadership system. The exercise of leadership and govemance, formally and informally, through
out the organization; the way decisions are made, communicated, and carried out. The leadership 
system includes structures and mechanisms for decision making, selection and development of 
leaders, and reinforcement of organizational values and practices. An effective leadership system 
creates clear values and high expectations for performance and improvement, and monitors out
comes. It builds loyalties and teamwork based on the values and the pursuit of shared purposes. 
It encourages and supports initiative and avoids chains of command that require long decision 
paths. An effertive leadership and govemance system also includes mechanisms for the leaders' 
self-examination. 

mission. The primary work of the unit; the purposes for which the unit exists, including specifica
tion of the groups for which programs or services are provided. The mission statement is often 
published and made available to members of the organization and beyond. 

outcomes. The organization's current accomplishments and performance over time in relation to 
its mission, vision, values, plans, and goals, including the quality of programs and services, rela
tionships with the groups and organizations it serves or collaborate with, faculty-staff and work
place climate and satisfartion, and operational and financial performance. 

operational support processes. Sequences of activities that are necessary to the completion of 
mission-critical work and to the effective and efficient operation of the organization. Often, these 
processes are invisible to extemal groups. For example, organizational processes would include 
recmiting and hiring, conducting performance reviews, preparing budgets, training, purchasing 
equipment and supplies, coordinating repairs and maintenance, time and room scheduling, 
preparing work materials, and scheduling and condurting meetings. 

organization. The terms organization, institution, program, and unit are used interchangeably in 
Excellence in Higher Education. The EHE framework is equally applicable to an entire institution, an 
administrative or academic department, or an organization such as an administrative or faculty 
assembly or senate. 

performance. Output and results. Performance information permits evaluation related to goals, 
standards, past results, and the accomplishments of peer and other organizations. 

performance measures. Measures or indicators of organizational funrtioning identified by a unit 
as appropriate for assessing organizational outcomes and achievement levels. Measures tj^jically 
include indicators of the quality of the organization's programs and services, satisfaction levels of 
groups served, faculty-staff satisfartion and workplace climate, operational and financial perfor
mance, and other measures determined to be appropriate. 

profile. Summary of an organization's major programs and services, strurture, key relationships, 
major recommendations from previous extemal or intemal assessments, key challenges and op
portunities, peers and competitors, and other information that is important to understanding the 
context in which the organization operates. The information is assembled as a part of the prepara
tion for an assessment. 
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^ ccsr..^. A sequence of artivities. Processes include combinations of people, machines, tools, techniques, 

and materials in a systematic series of steps, artions, or artivities. 

';-cgr£-~. See organization. 

rs£og:zi:l!:;~. Methods for acknowledging the contributions of individuals, groups, or work units. Recog
nition includes, but is not limited to, public acknowledgement of individuals and groups or teams, 
personal feedback, merit awards, and performance reviews. Also included are letters of commendation, 
certifications of merit, articles in bulletins or newsletters, and announcements at unit meetings. 

rssS.ls. An organization's outcomes and achievements. 

ssr^ke stz~€.z::€.s. Organizational practices implemented to address identified needs and expertations of 
groups being served. They apply to those processes and people with dirert contart with these extemal 
groups. Examples might include standards regarding call back response time, response time to inquiries, 
wait times, or telephone answering protocol. 

s':sli2'zcl{.2:-s. Sometimes termed beneficiaries, external groups, consumers, clients, publics, users, con
stituencies, or customers, stakeholders are those individuals or groups who influence and are influenced 
by the organization. This includes those whose assessments are critical to the support and reputation of 
the organization. The list of groups served may include students, parents and families, faculty, staff, disci
plinary and professional communities, potential employers, alumni, academic associations, business and 
industry, state and federal funding agencies, private foundations, individual donors, prospertive students 
and parents, graduate and professional schools, disciplinary and administrative opinion leaders at other 
institutions, local and state govemment, citizens of the community or state, and others. See also groups 
and organizations served. 

siisJpL.ers. Groups or organizations that provide capital, material, or human resources that are necessary 
for an organization to fulfill its mission. Alliance, partner, and supplier relationships may exist among 
departments within the institution such as between admissions, scheduling, human resources, or 
accounting. They may also exist with organizations outside the institution, such as with high schools, 
community and junior colleges, and other colleges or universities. Other examples are vendors of various 
types that supply goods and services. 

syi-:c-'.L-Gr.:z£'::c;:.7. Alignment and coordination of plans, processes, artions, information, and decisions 
throughout an organization. Effertive synchronization requires a shared understanding of purposes and 
goals and use of complementary measures and information to enable planning, tracking, analysis, and 
improvement at the institutional, unit, workgroup, and individual level. 

-CTj.t. See organization. 

VZI'J:SS. Standards, principles, or guiding ethics that are seen as necessary or desirable chararteristics of 

organizational prartice. 

vision. A chararterization of how the organization sees itself in the future; its broadly expressed aspirations. 
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